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With a 6' beam, double-chined hull and two water- The boom sits firmly in a crutch on the afterdeck and atight lockers, she is capable of a great deal more than the boom tent is fastened under the gunwales and fits right
racing and day sailing for which she is commonly used. around the bow, giving a most valuable space on theThis is the boat that intrepid Englishmen have sailed to foredeck for overnight storage of bulky things.Norway, Iceland, and across the Bay of Biscay to the it pays to fold the tent carefully in the morning, rollingMediterranean. We have made several short voyages it back in widle folds over the boom from bow to stern.alone on the Great Lakes, and three cruises of two weeks Then it is ready at night to put over the boom at theeach in company with two or three Canadian Way- crutch and quickly unroll forward. If it happens to betarers. The first was around Georgian gay, the second raining hard, you will bless your own foresight.
around the North Channel, and last year we cruised With the boom tent up the Wayfarer is a snug home,part of Lake Superior. but sometimes a wet one if the day has been wild. We

Very small boat cruising calls for carefui yet flexible speed drying out with a kerosene lantern, which alsoplanning. Our overall cruise plan is made in consulta- gives light for reading, and insulate ourselves from thetion with all the skippers, but each boat must make its hard, wet floorboards with air rnattresses under theown preparations and item one is to make sure that all sleeping bags.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Iear itbns

gear isintp-tpshpewt reaonaleeparsaoar. haertem is jus enoug roo foeroe psuersonstowbe corn-I POephoraotion our falnirsto lon routise, our gos.enecka unortabem ondeachsideo them centerbard ngtfrunk.rTe sidebroe in camplss nor e 4windgge sailed hafwrNxtYay ' oen tteph seats fowad ofwthe thwatae fixed,c butn wthos athwilGeoganh Bayte wit arhoe jury rige bebssforewcol gext an- dcoerou and somher skippeorsableae thedmathoes wheotear.'s suplnigCetthatin foriote s you wouldad now findse crIsn, sttemring on te ofoorboards toe stenrt Wed preferitoH fourt spare foolshttae ntie cks.rie h avdwn wie them cinh byeday,es threafsI is us e rful towag pspacPreparaotio hase falloten into aW routin for us weekeep a sunder themoo and totakea themu hatvngh forke moeal roorefilfcm ists, bnotuggest)Pions foreNexstie Yare one tod sleepatherwt s heat stow on the afoeredeck alngdwit the

I bnorn tent, sleeping bags and air mattresses, tent, Usually we cook ashore, anid so) far, have not
WVe sleep) on the boat with the bow tied to a tree and a foujnd the ideal stove.

stern an chor out in good shelter, or anclhor offshore if l iquid Colemnan fuel seems dangerorus to carry, andl3 h ange of winid could bring waves in during thie night, the heavy, gallon-sized bottle of propane that somie use
- ~~~~~~~~~~could be, nasty if it broke lowse in heavy wveather. Sterno

p wchatfc oO ~oker. hs,r fin,tro4 ris niot very hot; nor are the mnill cans of t P gas we, do1,Ee Mi,e hi h. r 
i, > A~ er evn hoe. PhiLs ,,ih h,~ use. A kerosene Primuits stos might be best of all. We 
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dish detergent just as good as soap for the old campers' about 100' rode, very rarely needed.
trick of treating the outside of cooking pots to make Every shackle pin is wired. Winds can switch in the
them easy to clean. - - night and there are few natural harbors that are shel-

Most people ask us about food and how we manage tered from every direction. We have had to row off a lee
for ice. We don't. Ice is not really necessary. We do not shore with the tent up, oars poked out under the tent,
go in for fancy dehydrated meals either but we do eat and the skipper sitting on the bow with foul weather
well. When stopping at a place with a store, we buy just gear over his pyjamas, paddling like mad. We made it,
the fresh milk we can use before it sours; otherwise we - but we do not recommend the method.
use dried milk or coffee creamers. Margarine in tubs - Except in really settled weather conditions, you must
keeps well and so do eggs. Bacon will keep for several - - have experience sailing your dinghy in strong winds
days without refrigeration. On Lake Superior the water -(my skipper got his racing) before venturing across open
was 45° and the bilge space under the floorboards was - water. Be able to shorten sail while out there in rough
our refrigerator. - conditions; hold your boat head-to-wind under con-

Breakfasts are easy to devise-elaborately cooked if ditions you cannot sail through, right your boat and bail
we have plenty of time, and homemade cereal of the out if you are capsized.
natural" type, loaded with oats, nuts, raisins and other We have yet to capsize while cruising, but have

sustaining goodies, if we are in a hurry to get off. Lunch practiced and know how to right the boat. Our water-
is made at breakfast time while everything is unpacked. tight lockers have been tested, and in them there is
Supper does not have to be a can of stew though it is always a telescdping paddle, a bailer, warm clothing
handy to have one in the stores for the night when you and food. Two large bailing buckets are always tied to
sail until almost dusk. Ingenuity can provide lots of the thwart. An inflated boat-roller is carried under one
tasty dishes and we have had risotto, omelettes and gunwale on the theory that it will prevent the un-
Chinese fried rice, among others. We always take loads plasantness of the dinghy floating with the mast straight
of homemade foods: bread, fruit cake, cookies, marma- down after a capsize. And although we have never had
lade and "Joyflakes" (our cereal). . to take down all sail and use a sea anchor, if we did we

Stowing all this is no problem, but a constant surprise. would either use a drogue or a yoke and line to float the
Each year we begin with a small mountain of stores and mainsail and boom as a sea anchor from the bow.
equipment at the dock, yet it all goes in. The Wayfarer For reducing mainsail area we have switched from
has two watertight lockers. One is under the foredeck. It roller reefing to slab reefing, with the clew reefing line
is big, but rather awkward to get to, so we keep things led through a cheek block and forward along the boom
we use once a day or less often in there: tent (in its so that both clew and tack can be handled with the
denim bag), bedding, and duffel bags (not one each, but crew safely inboard and close to the mast while the
one in use and one with spares for both of us). In the skipper keeps steerage way on and can head up when
after locker go dry stores, charts not in use that day, needed.
radio receiver and small equipment-flashlights, tools, - Now we no longer get into the silly situation where
cooking pots. the weather conditions have become so tough that we

Iron and steel objects are stowed as far aft as possible are scared to stop and reef. Standard foresail on our
so as not to disturb the compass. Canned goods, after Wayfarer is a 46 sq. ft. genoa; we also carry a 27 sq. ft.
having their labels torn off and contents written on the working jib which balances the reefed mainsail nicely.
can end in grease pencil, go under the forward floor- Off the wind, she will sail quietly in Force 6 or even
boards. Stowed under the seats and the little foredeck Force 7 with working jib alone if the waves are not
are anchors, buckets, foul weather gear, camera, bin- dangerous. It is quite essential for the crew to be able to
oculars, log book, the lantern in a sturdy box, spare work on the foredeck to change or take down the jib or
lines on a shock cord stretched between two hooks, else be able to take the helm if the skipper can handle
spare sails, oars and a paddle. There is a time for oars the foredeck work. We keep working on improvements
and a time for a paddle. You need both. to make jib handling easier. Tack strops with toggles

We carry a cooler chest but not to use as a cooler. It is have replaced shackles. Slated for next year is a jib
a portable locker with small things needed each night:: downhaul to be led through the bow fitting and back to
forks, knives and spoons, salt, toothbrushes, a loaf and the mast.
tub or margarine, marmalade, jam, tea and so on as well Although we do not carry a spinnaker when cruising,
as navigation instruments and the day's lunch. Its top the halyard serves to haul the laundry up to dry while
is also a good chart table by day. We Great Lakes sailors camped. It could also be useful as a spare jib halyard or
have an enormous advantage over ocean sailors in that for a deeply reefed main, or even to replace a broken
we can drink the water we sail on once we ate away shroud.
from towns so one three-gallon waterjug is enough: Weather forecasts are not always reliable, but should

For the head we carry an old diaper bucket with a lid be listened to. For planning we are glad of an elemen-
that really fits, but an uninhabited island and a trowel tary knowledge of weather patterns around lows and
are nicer. , highs, combined with the general statement that follows

From the point of view of equipment, seamanship and the coded MAFOR forecasts on the Great Lakes. We
safety, there is a big difference between cruising on carry a barometer and radio receiver, but no transmitter.
sheltered water in among islands and cruising across One of the new sealed emergency locator transmitters
open water for 10 or 20 miles. Begin with sheltered might be a practical item to carry. In case we should be
water cruising, and the only extra equipment you need blown wildly off course into the middle of a Great Lake,
is a good anchor and a lightning conductor. We carry a we have a sextant, nautical almanac and tables on
nine lb. Danforth for sand or mud bottom, and an eight board. These are carried for practice, in case we do sail
lb. grapnel for rocks, each with a few feet of chain and the ocean one day.
April 53



The Superior Cruise, 1975

"Lake Superior?" they said. "In a Wayfarer?" they said. "You're

crazy." No one actually said this, but it was writ plain on every face.

It is true that lother Superior, as Pete called her, is a force to be

respected and reckoned with; one who gives the impression of having

plenty of real power up her sleeve when she has finished whatever

tricks she is up to at the moment. Nevertheless, four Wayfarers and

their sailors had good sailing, a lot of fun and plenty of challenge

on this cruise.

Lake Superior is the biggest of the five Great Lakes: its greatest

length from east to west is 350 miles and the greatest width from north

to south is 160 miles. At the deepest point, Lake Superior is well

over two hundred fathoms; a yacht ownet we met told us we should not

attempt to sail out to Isle Royale because the water was so deep! All

these statistics add up to a lot of very cold water, and as Alan and

I stopped for some shopping in one of the-lakeside towns on our way to

the rendezvous, we could feel the cold wind coming off the lake, meeting

the 850 temperature of the land. The contrast was quite startling.

This year's group was mostly the same people who had sailed

Georgian Bay and the North Channel together in the last two years.

WVe met at the little town of Rossport on the north shore, which has a

Government dock, a marina, a couple of very small stores attached to

other businesses (coffee bar and gas station), and the Rossport Inn

which serves some of the best lake trout we have ever tasted. Don Davis

of Toronto was Commodore again, with Milt Bider for crew in Cara Mia,

W460; Pete Hanson of Hamilton was the hardy captain of the Pinafore

(W 720) with Bill Brunow as crew; Tom Dawson had his bride-to-be,
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Diane, in Wind Jammer (1129). Alan and I in Kingfisher (W 866) kept

the Stars and Stripes flying, with the Flint Pennant of the U.S.P.S.*

at the truck.

The others arrived very late on Friday, July 4th, so the morning

of Saturday 5th was taken up with launching their boats, and all the

usualrlast-minute.loading, packing and visits to stores and the Post

Office. We were blissfully ignorant that thisWwould be our last con-

tact with such things for two weeks. At 1225 we were off. It was a

sunny day with a Force 3 wind from the east, and the log remarks that

it was chilly at the dock. The clouds were high and the slight haze still

left good visibility. We were aiming for the long, narrow inlet on the.

east side of Mountain Bay, and we noted that there was an alternative

anchorage close by if the spit turned out to be a sandbank. At first

we were under main only, but hoisted the working jib after we rounded

Rossport Point and were on a broad reach or run. An hour and a half

later we changed up to the genoa, and sure enough, within thirteen

minutes the log reports that the wind was freshening. We arrived at

our anchorage in Mlountain Bay about 1530, and found that the inlet behind

the spit of land is no longer there. It has filled up at the north

end, leaving a stagnant pool. We went to the little bay just north of

this spot, and had a good protected anchorage for- out first flight. To

the east and south, the pin'eforest came right down to the water's-

edge - something we were to find almost everywhere. Between the little

bay and the main water-of M4ountain Bay to the west, wad a wide stretch

of firm sand which supported some scrub and was thickly scattered with

driftwood. We soon had a fire going on the sand, with a cantilever

* United States Power Squadrons

I.. 
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arrangement to hold our dixie over it, and tea was brewed forthwith.-

While supper was cooking, Alan crossed the sand to the shore of Mountain

Bay and took sights during the late afternoon and evening, to fulfil

some of the requirements for his Power Squadron 'N' (Navigator) course.

We had brought a new radio - a Zenith Transoceanic -which we had

-bought specially for the marine band and weather forecasts. We were

chagrined to find that we cbuld not get Thunder Bay, less than seventy

miles off, because of the static; yet WWV, the U.S. National Bureau of

Standards station which broadcoasts accurate time, was very clear -

and that comes from Colorado, well over a thousand miles away. As we -

sat round our fire that first cool evening, Hilt entertained us with

tales of. the Swiss Army. Apparently every Swiss young man spends some

time training with the Army each summer, and as Milt says, they spend

a lot of effort getting into shape, and go back to their cream cakes

for the rest of the year, just to do it all over again the next summer.

We anchored off for the night and went to sleep dreaming of sailing

the Alps.

Sunday, July 6th

When we woke at 0715 there was fog and mirror-smooth water. We

paddled ashore and prepared a leisurely breakfast, to let the fog clear.

As Cara Mia came in for breakfast, poled like a punt with an oar,. Bill

remarked-that& the -Swiss -Army obviously practises in the canals of Venice.

When we left our cosy anchorage at.0955, it was still.very- misty, but

clearing and cloudy with a south wind. Force 1. We were on port tack,

full ahd by under full sail, on a course 249M. (The variation is almost

zero here.) Today's plan was to sail west-south-west across Nipigon
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Bay, and then south through Nipigon Strait between St. Ignace Island

and the mainland, and to camp tonight on Stowe Point at the south end

of the Strait.

Half an hour later we were leaving Mountain Bay, the wind was

Force 2 and our speed about 3 knots. Cape Nano on St. Ignace Island

is 9¼ miles away. ETA 1330 if the wind holds. Nipigon Bay is about

four miles wide at this point and we could just see both sides. At

1045 the wind was dropping, and I passed over my second recorder to

Diane,. Early this summer I took a course at the Flint college of the

University of Michigan, in Recorder and Renaissance Mlusic. I had hoped

that Diane, who teaches six-year olds, would also be a recorder player,

but she is not. So we had Lesson 1 in the middle of Nipigon Bay in a

very light wind, and Diane learnt fast. At 1100, being on a beam

reach, we produced our Secret Weapon. It should be said firdt, that

we had cut the roach off our cruising mainsail this summer, to eliminate

the need for battens and make reefing easier. We had also installed

"jiffy reefing` - luff and leach cringles with reefing lines led towards

the gooseneck - so that I can reef easily and with little or no help

from Alan, who is left free to handle the boat. We realised that cutting

off the roach could reduce our speed off the wind, and in fact we were

a little slower than everyone else when unreefed. Foreseeing this,

Alan had made a bowsprit on which we could rig the working jib, in

addition to the genoa staysail. Only one of the dthers - Tom - had

seen the bowsprit in the boat when we were at Rossport, and when he asked

what it was, I told him it was our Secret Weapon: what the skipper beats

the crew with. This morning was the perfect occasion to produce it for

the first time, and we saw an immediate increase of speed, caught up
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with the others, and fixed a line between Tom's boat and our own to

keep us together while another recorder lesson went on. Diane was

doing very well. Our bowsprit produced much hilarity from the other

boats. Pete tried to compete, using his working jib inside the genoa -

but did not try to tack with this arrangement.

By 1145 the wind had dropped to barely Force 1 and everyone's

speed with it. We drank some water, and Pete, who is always ready for

a cup of tea, asked if we were brewing up. 'Just water" replied Alan.

"There's plenty." "Oh," said Pete. ','I thought I saw the level go down."

At 1200 the speed was 2k by our tennis-ball log. This gadget

was invented by a Power Squadron man, and consists of a tennis-ball

firmly secured to a 38-ft string, with a loop at the other end.. The

line is faked out on the deck, the loop put round the-crew's wrist, and

the skipper gives a count-down in seconds. At "Go", the crew drops

the ball in the water, ard when the line has run out and the ball

gives a tug, tells the skipper, who divides the number of seconds it

has taken into twenty. The resulting figure is the speed in knots.

With slight increases from time to time, the wind was pretty

light for the rest of that day. The log records lunch - home-made

brown bread, excellent Canadian cheese and lettuce - "fortunately a

robust lettuce bought in Flint, that has lived happily in its plastic

bag in 'the cat, the after locker ard the bilge." We took a coiplpe of ~

fixes and one came out very well, one not so well. At last, we reached

the north end of the straight, six-mile Nipigon Strait. We had been

warned by one of the Indian boys at Rossport Marina that Nipigon Strait

can be pretty bad with a strong northerly; for us it was a light southerly,

and a gentle beat most of the way. So gentle, in fact, that about 1900
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we gave up hope of getting as far as Stowe Point that night, and settled

for the north side of a little point sticking out from the west side

of the Strait. The chart does not name it, so we did: since Pete

picked it out., it became Pete's Point.

Monday, July 7th

We were up at 0715 to a very still, beautiful day. As I pre-

pared a handsome breakfast,. I remarked that I usually lose weight

steadily on these cruises, despite the hearty food. Alan offered to

arrange for me to move the stove at home each mealtime, to keep the

butter on the top shelf and the knives on the ground behind a rock!

In the original plan, today's objective was a cove on Swede

Island on the open water southwest of Nipigon Strait, but that is

twenty-five miles from Stowe Point and even further from Pete's Point,

so it was decided to sail in that direction, keep together, and play

it by ear. There are plenty of alternatives before Swede Island.

A little way round the shore from our anchorage, we could hear

a waterfall. Alan and I decided to go and investigate it so we

hurried to be ready before the others. It was a waterfall, though

not a yery spectacular one, and having satisfied our curiosity we

joined the party just as they left at 0920. It was another sunny

day, the wind Force 2 a little east of north, and we were under full

sa.l, heading .southsoutheast at 3 knots. Twentyfive minutes later -

the wind was dropping and we hoisted the working jib on our bowsprit

again. By 1016 we were abear: ;he buoy at the entrance to the channel

between the maihland and Fludr Island, having taken nearly an hour to

sail a little over two miles. At 1025 the wind suddenly piped up from
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quite a different direction and the log reports: "Fast reduction of

sail - down bowsprit and jib and into land with the others. Brief

stop for conference. Changed to working jib as staysail (all did) and

put on foul weather gear. Brisk beat down channel." Bank after bank

of fog came in and we sailed in close formation, trying hard to keep

a good DR position, which is not easy beating in shifty winds. The

next entries reflect the conditions, as the writing is wild. At 1153

the log reports "South-southwest Force 4 for some time now' and at

1245 "Approaching Spar Island. Fog.'' We landed at Spar Island and

had lunch as we watched the fog coming thicker and thicker. It was

not a particularly comfortable place; we were on a shingle bank about

twenty yards wide which formed an extension of Spar Island at its

northwest corner. A little west of south it was exposed as far as

the eye could see (though we couldn't see far that day because of the

fog.) To the west and north, the mainland was about half a mile away,

and from northeast round to east it was also exposed. But it was the

best we could do. There was a rather more sheltered anchorage a little

further along the shore, but thick forest came right down to the water

with not even a couple of feet to land and brew up. We sat around

fixing things while fog swirled in. Don's rudder, for instance, had

failed to come up as we landed, and he had sailed up and down in front

of our puzzled eyes, wrestling, with it. It turned.out that -a hreaded.-

bolt instead of a smooth one had been installed in his new rudder, and

the rudder control line had frayed and jammed after_running over: it for-

a couple of days. Tom prodiiced a smooth stainless steel bolt and Don.

installed it, breathing fire about his dealer. Milt entertained us

with more tales of the Swiss Army, including one of a particularly brutal
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sergeant who was leading a platoon down a steep slope. When he gave

the order to halt, the men behind unaccountably failed to hear it;

every one of them came at him, boots first, andThe was taken out on

a stretcher.

The fog persisted all afternoon, so we decided to stay the night

here. At 1830 we had just got supper going, with all the paraphernalia

that entails, when the fog ahead cleared, though it was still streaming

'up the channel we had come down. It was too late to start again that

night, so we stuck with our decision. The 1930 MAFOR from Rogers City,

Michigan, came in loud and clear. It was:

1930 MAFOR, July 7th:

Lake Superior, West Half:

12520 meaning Forecast for the next 6 hours, Southwest, Force 5, good
visibility

19649 -'" - Occasionally West, Force 7, thunderstorms
15720 " For the following 18 hours, Northwest, Force 5, good

visibility.

Lake Superior. East Half:

12910 meaning Forecast for the next 6 hours, Variable, Force 4, good
visibility

12610 " For the following 6 hours, West, Force 4, good visibility
19639 " Occasionally West, Force 6, thunderstorms
14730 " For the following 12 hours, Northwest, Force 6, good

visibility.

Waves 1 -3 feet.

Our position was approximately in the middle in the east-west direction,

i so we could expect anyrhing forecast here, but for the evening we had

a.good spot, a camp-fire on the shingle bank, and music. Pete had

brought his recorder too, and as he and I were playing, Don asked -

plaintively "Is it nothing to you that all the snaikes are coming out



of the woods?" At that, we gave place to Milt and his harmonica, until
we all turned in and anchored off in the shelter of Spar Is.

Tuesday, JUlY 8th_

MAFOR was right! (Almost.) We had a wild night. Around midnight,
the wind came in strongly from the northeast and blew up, probably to
gale force. We and Tom, both swinging at anchor, bumped. We shortened
scope and Tom let out. :His anchor rode caught first on our centreboard,

and when that was discovered and corrected, it then caught on our

lightning conductor (jumper cables attached to our shroud and dangling
in the water.) All this took some time to discover at night in a blow.
We began to drag and touched shingle first with the centreboard and

then with the stern. Alan hauled in on the anchor rode while I got
oars ready, poked under the tent. We pulled up to the anchor, hauled
it up and rowed to windward, Alan sitting on the bow in foul weather
gear over pyjamas, paddling like mad. We just managed to get clear,

reset the anchor, let out full scope and cleared up the mess in the
tent. (It is a weird feeling to be rowing under a boat tent, not able
to see a thing, and dependent on shouted instructions about which oar
to pull on!) We watched for a while to make sure all was well before
turning in again. Don had already started to go around, and Tom went
round the other side of the shingle bank and finally along the coast
to a cave, where he and Diane beached the boat, lit a fire and huddled

beside it for the rest of the night. Don and Milt-spent a-restless

night without-being-ab-le to find goodshelter, and were seen in the
morning, sailing in to:a point to the west - we thought- they must have
been blown out into the lake, but it turned out that they had been in
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the vicinity of Spar Island all night. When we saw them coming in with

both red flags flying, we knew they were all right and we quickly.hoisted

ours to reassure them. Here the red flag system should be explained.

We have never arranged any method of communication between boats

before, but this year we- were hoping to make a 60-mile open water

passage, weather permitting, and in any. case Don felt that Lake Superior

is so different from the waters we have sailed together in other years,

that some system should be devised. He asked Alan to do it during the

winter,-and the memo in Appendix I was circulated. Each boat flew

two red flags, and as long as they were flying, all was well.

By 1015 everybody was assembled and ready for off again. It had

been beautiful sailing weather ever since 0700. What a pity to waste

it! We were trying to get to Swede Island, where we should have been

last night. As we came down the protected water between-the tongue

of mainlard and Spar' Island, the wind was fairly light and southwest.

It freshened to a good Force 4 as we got but into the open water by

Agate Cove, and by the time we were approaching Brodeur Island, it was

Force 5. Before we want inside the chain of islands for more shelter,

we noticed with interest that we could identify a distinct swell in
b5

additionbthe waves. Coming down the east side of Lasher Island, the

sea was more moderate, though the wind was freshening steadily. We

were more than ready for a rest, so we land-ed on a rocky ghelf on the

east side-of the finger-of the northeast corner of Borden Island for.

lunch: Alan and I went round into -the next bay- to have a bath. That

feels good! I swam to rinse off and it was COLD! Someone went back

in the bush here and came out reporting a soft, deep luxuriant carpet

of moss. Milt remarked "Rock-to-rock carpeting." After lunch, our

I~ .. 



plan was to go west between Lasher Island and the two to the south

(Borden and Spain) and then southwest down the channel. Alan and I

set off first with a reefed main and the working jib in stops ready to

go up. We got just far enough to see out of the westerly channel into

the southwest, and it was fierce - about Force 6. Seeing how.it was

treating us, the others turned back and we turned back to join them.

We all settled in the hook on Spain Island in the V-shaped entrance to

the. narrow channel between Borden and Spain Islands. Although it was

only 1530, we decided we should have to stay the night here, and it

was a lovely spot. The water was very quiet with trees mostly down to

the water's edge. There was the wreckage of some old machinery, and

we tied up between it and the shore. There was a 4-foot flywheel,

a huge crankshaft, a boiler and a cylinder, mostly on what appeared to

be a rotting, sunken barge. Across the bay-let was the ruin of an old

dock. Probably this was the centre of logging operations for the nearby

islands, years ago. We made tea, and most people took a nap to make

up for last night. At 1650, everything was peaceful when suddenly

a seagull flew down at a mother merganser escorting. eight babies on

the water. She screamed and stood up, apparently, on the water, flapping

her wings and pecking at him. He turned his attention to her and flew

and pecked. After several seconds, he flew away, apparently without

a baby merganser for supper, and the babies gathered in a tight knot

about mother, who led them to shelter in the bank for a while, before

they all appeared again. For several days this incident provoked dis-

agreement: seeing a seagull, I would say "Cradle-robber! Baby-snatcher."

and Alan would say "Poor, hungry seagull!"
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Someone looked at the sky and remarked that it looked like rain.

Pete said (a propos of our being on Spain Island) "The rain in Spain

stays mainly on the plain. We're in the bush, so that's O.K."

Wednesday, July 9th-

Pete's assurances notwithstanding, it poured heavily in the

night. We woke to a lovely morning - sun, blue sky and some cloud.

It was quiet in our anchorage and blowing fairly hard outside. We

were off at 0930, to find Force 4 in the channel between Spain and

Gourdeau Islands, and a good Force 4 with whitecaps further out. We

are to rendezvous at Shaganash Light.

At 1005 we were abeam the south end of Spain Island ard thirty

minutes later abeam Macoun Island. Wind now Force 5 and waves about

two feet. Later it got fiercer and the sailing harder. We decided

it was not sensible to go to the Light since that is the windward side

of Shaganash Island. Tom was aiming for a beach on the lee side. At

1230 we stopped for a breather, lunch and weather. Tom remarked that

this is a great cruise between the spells of sailing! The sheltered

beach was remarkably different from the water where we had been sailing.

It was not warm, but hot: and sunny, sheltered, dry, and the water

was smooth. After lunch we decided to wait for a weather forecast

before moving on. From what we could see, it appeared to be-calming

- down. We were not successful in getting NLAFOR; we heard what appeared

to be the Chicago station giving the Lake Michigan forecast, which

follows the Lake Superior, but ChicaSo went right on through the time

that we expected to hear Rogers City (1216 EST) so we got no Lake
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Superior forecast except a CBC* station Doan picked up from Thunder Bay

which reported northwest winds 21 gusting to 31. (We realised later

that this was probably miles-per-hour, not knots, but we thought the

gusts were 30 knots where we-were.) We decided to wait till 1500 and

then leave, as weather.appeared to be getting less fierce.

At 1500 we left, with one reef in the main and working jib up,

intending to get as far as possible towards Silver Islet Landing. This

is a Provincial Park and there is a store there. We were mostly on

starboard tack. Pretty soon it got at least as fierce as it had in the

morning, with bigger waves that came short, steep and close together

so that we rode one and took the next one over the bow, whatever Alan

did. Kingfisher got a good deal of water in, and we weren't going

fast enough to bail with the Elvstrom bailers. There were lots of

whitecaps, and the wind was still northwest or west, about Force 6.

Then it started to whistle in the rigging and Alan remarked "This is

a bit much." We hove to and took in the working jib. (I usually

crawl out and kneel on the foredeck for this job, but this time even

that was a bit perilous, and 1 mentally heard Margaret Dye saying that

crawling out on the tummy is a good 'day.) The others got ahead of us

at this point.and were beginning to take the passage between the :

islands. Don had one red flag dosm and appeared to be head-to-wind

waiting for the other three. I tried to drop our flag on the starboard

side to acknowledge, but the signal halyard was tightly tied and I

figured we would be up to Don before I got it down, so stopped trying.

He must have been only spilling wind when I looked at him, as he went

on and we all followed.

* Canadian equivalent of the BBC.
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In the middle of all this, we saw a motor-boat! It was just a

runabout; we saw very few at all this year, and in that weather it was

quite a remarkable sight.

When we all got in calmer water in the lee of.the tongue of

mainland, we tried to figure out where we were and concluded that we

were not far from the good shelter on the east side of Magnet Point.

I pumped some water from Kingfisher while she drew near the others,

and after a conference we all agreed to go in the deep bay with the

long narrow island in the mouth, on the east side of Magnet Point.

(Magnet Point gets its name because there is an area of magnetic distur-

bance here, where comDasses can be off by as much as 170). By 1800 we

were safely in. Surprisingly, there was a house being built just inside -

the mouth of this bay. It is very remote. We found no really good

beach, but one spot where we could climb up a grassy bank, so we moored

to the shore there, each boat finding a foot or two between shrubs

where landing was possible. As in all our other landing places, this

was thick with Canada dogwood, also known as Bunchberry because its

fruits are an upright bunch of red berries, and Thimbieberry. Both of

these have attractive white flowers arising from a whorl of glossy

leaves. Bunchberry is actually a tight bunch of insignificant flowers

with four white bracts looking like white petals, and Thimbleberry

has five white petals. Scattered thickly in the green gloom of the

forest, they are starry and lovely., We kept a careful lookout for

poison ivy, but found none this year.

We pulled off shore for the night, planning to make an early start

tomorrow for Silver Islet. Before turning in, I played the recorder

and the music sounded very sweet on the water. Two motorboats roared
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round-the bay more than once - one we had seen before, -and a different

one. This place is too crowded!

Thursday, July 10th

I woke at 0705, dressed and poked my head out of the tent to

play Reveille on the recorder. It worked, and activity was soon

seen on the other boats. We all had breakfast on board. By 0830 there

was a. general feeling against going on today, though it did look less

fierce out than yesterday. All agreed to go down to the beach on the

island in the mouth of the- bay, which is not a good beach but better

for a layover day than our night-spot. The morning was spent in odd

jobs; Pete found and mended the leak in his air mattress; Alan put

pad eyes on our mast and improved our system for the second reef, and

I did all our washing and hoisted it on the spinnaker halyard to dry

in the sun and wind. Someone commented "No wonder we never hear com-

plaints from 866 about the cold at night!" for we were flying from our

halyard two pairs of flannel pyjamas and two sets of long, thermal-knit

underwear. Duty done, I went for a swim and had it recorded on film

as proof. (Most of our friends had told us we would never swim in the

cold watet of Lake Superior. It stays at 490 all summer.) Don was

seen doing some shuffling steps in one spot, and explained it was an

Indian Rain Dance. Everyone pounced on him, shouting "Don't you

dare...."

At 1312 we picked up NAFOR from Rogers City, and it was:

16820 - Forecast for 24 hours, North, Force 5, good visibilityI19736 - Occasionally, Northwest, Force 6, rain
Waves 2 - 5 feet. A high pressure ridge, 30.25, from Saskatchewan

to C6lorado, moving very slowly eastward, and a low, 29.47, stationary
-- over east Hudson Bay.
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- At the same time, Don picked up the Thunder Bay radio station

which said winds were 16, gusting to 25. We were content to stay here

for the rest of the day. We could see Isle Royale in the distance,

out of the mouth of our bay, and during the morning Milt and Don had

spotted Passage Island Light. After they and Alan had studied it with

binoculars and timed it, bearings were taken on it. It should bear

- 1400 and we got pretty close, despite the alleged magnetic disturbance.

After lunch, rain threatened (the fruit of Don's rain dance?) and

everyone packed gear aboard and headed up the bay to anchor. It did

rain, heavily, with some thunder and it was cold. Unfortunately, when

pulling in the laundry, I pulled the spinnaker halyard in with it, and

we decided to ask help from one of the others to reeve it again ihnthe

morning when we could lower the mast into the boom-crutch. We do not

carry a spinraker, but we always keep the halyard rove for-laundry or

emergency use..

It was quite pleasant to be snug under the tent while rain poured

down, as it did off and on all evening, so after an omelette supper

we turned in about 2130.

Friday, July 11th

Starting at 0705, we tried to get a MAFOR, but failed to pick

up Rogers City or indeed any other NLAFOR station. It was raining, and

the Thunder Bay radio station gave the temperature there as 8°C. Alan

remarked that he wished they hadn't changed to Celsius - it sounds so

much colder! 8°C` translates as about 46°F. Winds there were calm,

and sunny periods and some showers were forecast for today. Over

breakfast the sky began to clear and everything looked promising, but
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soon it started to rain hard and then there was thunder and lightning.

All boats stayed put. We lit our kerosene lamp for warmthand light

to read. At 0900 I asked Alan the time, and was astonished that it

was only 9 o'clock. He, too, could hardly believe his watch, as he was

| sure it was time for a little something. We were so cold that I added

turtleneck and socks to-the layers of clothes I was already wearing.

For July llth, this is ridiculous. The pyjamas were still damp from

3 yesterday's washing (we had slept in our clothes last night) so Alan

arranged to dry them over the kerosene lamp. This was highly successful.

I Safety pins through the p-js, hooked into the sail ties, held the p-js

in the warmth of the lamp which was hung from the boom. We consoled

ourselves with tales of mountaineers drying socks over a candle; we

were in much better shape than that. -

At coffeetime, 1000, it was still raining, thundery and cold,

I - but at 1100 Don hailed us all. The sun was coming out, rain-had

- stopped, and a start was planned for 1200, Alan reported that the Thunder

Bay weather-man says the winds are calm. Don says he must be taking - -

the readings inside his house.

We did get off by 1215, and left the anchorage in light winds

with cloud and probable rain and storms before we would get to Silver

I Islet Landing.- Course approximately southwest; running. The rest of

the entries during the afternoon concern navigation; and a comment that

a whisker pole'was a noticeable improvement. At 1545 the log notes

that wind suddenly picked up to Force 4, northeast, and there was much

I more sea than might be expected because df past northerlies coming down

Black Bay and bringing a swell. We reefed one reef and the log says

"Easy!' The jiffy reefing is much better than wrestling with the boom.
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At 1615 we arrived, at long last, at Silver Islet Landing, all

ready to go shopping. Silver Islet Landing is a tiny port on the main-

.land, and is now a summer community only. -It used to serve Silver

Islet, which is an island 80 feet in diameter, yet between 1868 and 1874

it yielded silver ore to the value of $3,250000. It is barely three-

quarters of a mile from the mainland and the houses in Silver Islet

Landing were mostly boarding houses for the miners, which puts them

at rather more-than 100 years old. For a young country such as Canada,

this is very old. We heard different stories of how the mine closed

down. One we have seen, said that in 1884 the supply ship failed to

get through, and the miners "succumbed to the forces of Nature" during

the bitter winter. Another, heard from one of theleading citizens

of the community, was that the captain of the coal boat got drunk and

failed to deliver the coal. The company tried to keep operations going

by burning wood, but were not successful and the pumps failed. The

minb was flooded and the crib-work round the island, built to support

the mining operations, gradually disintegrated; the man-mwade parts of

the island fell apart, but there was no loss of life. This happened

in February when most of the men were away mining copper in Michigan,

as they did in the winter, and the few remaining on Silver Islet were

successfully brought off. In the antique shop, which also serves

coffee, we were shown a magazine article telling the whole story, with

pictures and diagrams of the mine, which went 1200 feet down under

Lake Superior.

Anunpleasant surprise was waiting for us here. Don had been told

that there was a store serving the summer community, and we had relied

on finding it. The store is there, but has been closed two years.
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There was no Post Office, no mailbox, no telephone - in fact, the only

service available was a garbage can, and we rushed to unload a week's

gatbage into it. That done, we began to make enquiries. The owners

of the summer 'cottages' have not been able to get anyone to run the

store. The nearest one was 25 miles away, so we stood on the dock and

considered the- situation. We in Kingfisher could probably manage for-

another week with care and thin rations, but it was pretty serious for

one or two of the other boats. Walking up into the one -street, Alan

suddenly saw Pete and Bill ensconsed in a car driven by two Indian

girls! They had bravely hitched a ride to the store, not knowing whether

they could get back any way except walking the 25 miles with the groceries.

Alan thrust a $5 bill into their hands, and asked them to get whatever

they could for us. -

Meanwhile, the rest of us explored and had coffee and biscuits

in-the antique shop. After a pleasant chat with Mr. and Mrs. Drynan

there, we strolled down the one street admiring the old houses and the

gardens, and then back to the dock. Presently, Pete and Bill returned,

each carrying a big bag of groceries. They had used their judgment

and brought only what they thought to be the most useful things, in

case they had to walk all the way back carrying their load. Anyone up

here would give a ride, but on the way to the store they-had seen only

two cars going the opposite way. As it turned out, they did get a

ride from an English couple who had only been in Canada a couple of

months. Those good people were going to the Provincial Park, but they

went eight miles out of their way to take Pete, Bill and the groceries

to the boats. Bless Pete - he had heard us lament our last piece of

cheese, and there was a chunk of that good Canadian cheese for us. We
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were all short of bread - Kingfisher less so than most, but we were

glad of one loaf to alternate with the last of our home-made bread,

which was rather powerful. I had experimented with Anadama bread,

whereby hangs a tale. It is said that there was once a salty old

sea-captain in Maine, whose wife was called Anna. He always referred

to her as "Anna, damn her". Now, one of Anna's accomplishments was

that of making bread which did not go mouldy nearly as fast as the

bread made by the other wives. The recipe has come down through the

years,- and is known to this day as "Anadama bread". (See Appendix II

for recipe.)

Anna certainly had something. We ate the last of the other

home-made bread on Saturday, July 12th, and the very-last crust was

mouldy. (We ate it all the same.) What was left of the Anadama

bread was still fresh a week later, and by that time it had been made

for 2½ weeks. We were glad of some store-bought cracked-wheat bread,

though, .as Anna has laced hers liberally with molasses (English readers:

read "black treacle") and the flavour is robust, to say the least.

On the other side of the dock lay a 30-foot boat buiit by her

owner. Pandora's Box was a local boat, and we were told a local myth

about her. The architect skipper builk her in a shed, and then realised

there wasn't room to put the keel on without raising the boat and

destroying the shed. So he borrowed thirty people to move the hull on

to his front lawn, which he proceeded to dig up so that there was room

to pour the lead keel in the hole below the boat. Everything was almost

done, when he realised he hadn't made allowance for hammering the bolts

up through the keel, so he had to dig further to give himself room to

work. He ordered a dozen stainless steel bolts from a boat yard and
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when he went to collect them, they were lying on the floor in a cloth

bag. He bent to pick up the package and fell flat on his face: it

weighed 92 lbs. Once built, however, Pandora's Box turned out a

beautiful boat. He designed her himself, and felt that the only way

to get a lot of room below is to use a hard-chine design. The finish

was beautiful - the main tabin was panelled in black walnut. Not

only was she beautiful and roomy, but she inspires confidence. We

heard how they were caught out on Lake Superior when a tornado hit.

After. sixteen hours out, on the water they were too tired to stay out

any longer, and decided to go in to Duluth (Mlinnesota) which they did

in 20-foot waves, and she took all this in her stride. (We have since

heard horrifying tales of the entrance to Duluth harbour, between two

breakwaters extending some way out into Lake Superior.)

Saturday, July 12th

We were up at 0655 so as to get NLAFOR on the dock as we don't

seem to receive well under the tent. Today we were supposed to go

across to Isle Royale and we wanted to be sure of the weather forecast

for this. We imissed the first few numbers (the crit;ical ones) but

heard more than three-quarters of it, and on the whole it sounded

pretty good. Winds generally north, mostly Force 4 with some 5, and

either rain or good visibility. A large high in Wyoming was moving

east, and a low was stationary over Eastern Ontario (which is 800

miles from Western Ontario.) A friendly neighbour on a big boat from

Thunder Bay had heard the CBC radio station there, and their forecast

is north, 15 m.p.h. for today, and southwest 15-25 for tonight. After

breakfast on the dock and a conference with Don, we set off. Course
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159 to NcCargoe Cove, but we will go 154 and call in to report at the

Ranger Station on Amygdaloid Island first. (Isle Royale is an American

National Park.) By 0940 we were rounding Burnt Island, just off Silver

Islet Landing, and taking photographs. It was a beautiful day with

the sun shining and the water sparkling, and a very blue sky almost

cleAr of clouds. It seemed silly-to be so close to Silver Islet and

not go to explore, so we tried to go close. A rock stood out of the

water off the east end, and just before we sailed between it and the

islet itself, we saw a line of something just under the surface joining

the two. It was probably the remains of the cribwork from the mine:

we went round the east side of the rock. We had started under working

jib in deference to the MAFOR, but changed to the genoa within twenty

minutes and sailed happily off on a beam reach on port tack. ETA if

conditions hold, 1300.

At 1100 we reckoned we were crossing.the International border.

Alan was busy filling our water-jug over the side so I, at the helm,

sang the Star Spangled Banner, "America", "My Country, 'Tis of Thee"

and "Oh, Wrat a Beautiful Morning". Fifteen minutes later when Alan

had taken the helm and freed my hands, these were all repeated on-the

recorder. During the second half of the morning, the wind fell light.

and at 1223 we hoisted our working jib on the bowsprit and noticed an

immediate increase of speed.

The wind didn't pick up again until we were almost at Isle Royale,

when it got back up to about Force 3. We checked in at the Ranger

Station on Amygdaloid Island, ard found a nice young ranger from

Holland, Michigan. He was very interested in the Wayfarer and took

down the address of the Michigan dealer as though he might buy one for
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himself.. As we were registering, Carl (the Ranger) asked if we were

all Canadians? And Alan realised just too late that he missed the

opportunity to say "No, we are Americans. Can't you tell by the accent?"

(We are English.)

We were puzzled by the name "Amygdaloid" as the island is anything

but almond-shaped; rather, it is a long shred, as are most of the islands

that make up the Isle Royale group. We have since discovered that some

of the rock in these parts is amygdaloidal basalt. This basalt contains

almond-shaped holes, formed by bursting bubbles of gas when the rock

was still molten lava; if the lava was still flowing when the bubbles

burst, the holes were drawn out into almond shapes (or even long pencil

shapes.) The holes have since filled up with other minerals, and we

picked up from a beach on the Canadian shore, a few pebbles which are

dark g=ey, fine-grained rock (basalt) with round blue spots - cross-sections

of :atiygdules filled with mineral coloured blue by the copper which is

prevalent up here.

- Carl kindly let us brew up coffee on the picnic table outside the

Ranger Station, and then we sailed gently to the campsite at the mouth

of McCargoe Cove. Isle Royale has been known to disappoint people because

it is so highly organised, when one might expect a wilderness area. The

campsites have a shelter - a wooden building with one side made of

mosquito screening - and a grill on a post, a fireplace of stones to

contain fires, a supply of wood and a set of tools - shovels, broom,-

rake, an axe (blunt) and saws, bow and straight. There was a good,

sturdy dock and we were the only ones there, so we could tie up to it.

The Isle Royale literature issued to visitors by the Rangers advises

against swimming in the Lake Superior water because it is so cold, and
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in the- inland lakes because of the leeches. We did swim in the Lake

Superior water and it was by no means as cold as the water at Magnet

Point. Unfortunately, one is also advised to boil all water before

drinking it because of parasites: this was why we had stocked up

with water far out from the land. -

Good cooking facilities, picnic tables and plenty of room, made

supper quicker to prepare, and we had time for a good long chat with

each other and with the Ranger who came to visit us in the evening.

Don asked him about a bird-call which has puzzled him for a couple of

years, and at once the Ranger identified it as a white-throated sparrow.

Don was surprised: he was expecting some exotic bird, whereas he had

been feeding a flock or these in his own back garden all Spring.

Evident4ly they had not sung the same song for him there. During the

evening we had seen a mother merganser with twenty-five chicks. We

asked the Ranger about this too, and he- said that mergansers sometimes

take over other families for a time and look after them -a sort of

bird baby-sitting service. As dusk fell, we turned in.

Sunday, July 13th

Today we slept late and got up at 0740. After breakfast on the

picnic tables we packed up ready to go to Passage Island. The merganser

with her twenty-five babies went by again. In honour of Sunday, we

had some hymn tunes on the recorder.

At 0940 we were off again, going inside Amygdaloid Island and

aiming for the deep cove on the southeost side of Passage Island. Heading

is 060, and with a west-south-west wind, we had a run up the passage.

We were under full sail, Pete and Tom under reefed main and working jib,
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and Don under genoa only. Wind was about Force 2 and speed about 3

knots. In the next.:hour we saw three power boats and remarked that they

are pretty rare. In the North Channel last year, there were streams

of power boats, but one is an event this year. In fact, there were

long stretches when we saw no-one but each other. At 1050 we saw a

seaplane flying east, and wondered if it might be the National Parks

Service seaplane, which ferries people out from Houghton, Michigan,. on

Sunday mornings. (Only a few weeks earlier our son, Martin, and a

friend., had done this.) Thirteen minutes later we could see a house,

some other buildings and a radio antenna, on the horth-east end of

Amygdaloid Island, along with a notice-board saying "Crystal Cove,

Johnson"; there must be some private property even inside the National

Park boundary.

At 1106, log reports the end of Belle Isle abeam; 1l miles in

25 minutes = 4k. It is 6½ miles till Blake Point, the north-east tip

of Isle Royale, is abeam, so ETA is 1326. The main freighter lanes to

and from Thunder Bay run between Isle Royale and Passage Island. This

seemed odd at first, but presumably they go this way to avoid going

a long way round Bateau Rock and Gull Island, which lie to the east of

Passage Island. Since Thunder Bay is the port for the grain from the

Prairie Provinces, we expected a fair amount of traffic, but we saw

only one freighter when we were actually on the water. At 1228 the

log records that the wind had been calm for about three-quarters of

an hour, and a freighter came out between Passage Island and Isle

Royale and was then abeam on our port side. With binoculars we could

read Canada Steamship Lines on the side (and we know from previous

experience that this is in letters several feet high), but she was.too
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far away to read the name On the stern. There was distant fog; we could

hear the foghorn, and Passage Island had disappeared and re-appeared

two or three times. A little wind got up, and we were close-hauled.

Wie kept careful note of our heading, speed, tack and the bearing of

anything we could see for the next three hours, and hoisted our home--

made radar reflector. This was a construction of cardboard covered

with aluminum foil, cunningly designed to lie flat when not in use and

to have vanes in three planes, all at right angles to each other when

it was hoisted.

At 1530 we arrived at the cove on Passage Island and found it not

at all the way the chart shows it. It should have had a narrow neck

and curved northeast inside to give complete protection, but in fact it -

was straight and open to Lake Superior on the south. As the wind was

out of the south by that time, we quite expected a big swell in the

night. Pete and Don had anchored in the shelter of a boathouse near

the mouth, Tom was on the shore near them, and we a-little further up

at first, but it was very difficult terrain as the trees came right

down and leaned out over the water, leaving almost no landing- place.

After a cup. of tea on board and a walk in the woods, we explored the

cove by boat and found a shingle beach right at the head. Alan helped.

me unload the stove and supper things, and left me preparing supper

while he went off to tell the others about the beach. It was wet and

cold. As the others had their tents up already, they decided to stay

put. Alan sailed around while Milt took photographs of the radar

reflector. Then he came back for supper and we turned in early to

keep warm.
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In several places where we had stopped, we had noticed wild

gooseberries, though- unfortunately they were not yet ripe. At Passage

Island there were also wild currants - barely formed yet, but recognisable.

There was also a horrible plant we had not met before, and which we

think may have been American Devilsclub; this is a member of the

Ginseng family and its Latin name, appropriately enough, is Oplopanax

horridum. It was certainly horrid; there were great patches of it,

three to nine feet tall, which were growing over the trails and making

the bush impenetrable. Both stem and leaves are covered with sharp

prickles. Our book on the wildflowers of Isle Royale tells us that

Passage Island and parts of Isle Royale are the only places it grows

east of the Rockies.

Monday, July 14th

The 0727 MAFOR from Duluth was too faint for us to receive, so

we got on with breakfast and packing up. By 0942 we had sailed down

the cove to the others and were waiting for Don and-Milt to hand over

our camera on their way out. Coal for today: Lamb Island Light, and

then the little cove northwest of Spar Island for the night.- This is

an open-water passage of twenty-four miles and then a couple more miles

among the islands. Course from east end of Passage Island 020. Weather

overcast and threatening, yet Don was still doing his rain-dance on the

dock.

About twenty minutes later, while we were still off-the south

shore of Passage Island and running under full sail on starboard tack,

Alan suddenly turned up into the wind, shouted "Down main!" and blew

the horn to alert the others. He had seen a squall coming. It turned
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out to be less powerful than the line on the water suggested, and after

running under jib alone for a short time, we put the main back up,

taking our departure from the east end of Passage Island at 1020.

Visibility was variable, 2 - 5 miles. For the next two hours the log

entries concern navigation. We were on a dead run, wind Force 3, for

hour after hour. Here we met the longest waves of the entire cruise,

prompting Alan to dub them the "Superior Greybeards". They were not

steep or dangerous, but were big enough to hide all but the heads of

the chaps in the other boats if both we and they were in a trough:at

the same time. It took a few times before we stopped thinking with

dismay "They're swamped:" - only to see them ride up the next wave in

a moment. At 1225 the sun was coming out, and speed by the tennis-ball

log was 3.5k. It is remarkable how much more cheerful everything seems

when the sun shines, even when it is misty at the same time.

At 1320 we became concerned about the course. We had just gybed

and brought in the whisker pole, and our heading seemed too far east,

the sun being far round on the starboard side. We checked local noon

from a list Alan had worked out at home for just such a situation as

this. It shows 1358 for today at this longitude.. We hauled down our

red flag, and the other three boats flocked around us very fast. The

red flag system works! We were able to assure them that we-were not

in trouble, and discussed the course. Pete suggested that the magnetic

distutbance might be affecting all our compasses. We kept close watch

on the bearing of the sun, and presently it began to go round quite

fast. At 1335 the tennis-ball log gave our speed as 4k, and at 1358

the sun was in the proper place, due south by compass.
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A cheer went up at 1405 when we sighted land, probably Brodeur

Island, four points off the port bow. In the mist it was hard to re-

cognise, but two minutes later there was land dead ahead with white

buildings (which looked very big for lighthouse buildings, but could

be; this lighthouse is 99 feet high and the iight visible 15 miles.)

There was a also big, humpy land 5 points off the port bow, which would

fit in with Brodeur Island, and tableland on the port beam, which could

be the tongue of mainland beyond Lasher. In five minutes we could

see the flashing light, and it checked with the watch as. flashing

every five seconds. Hurrah! Lamb Island right on the nose. At 1454

everyone was southwest of Spar Island and heading for the cove, when

the wind dropped and we tossed about in the swell for a rather unpleasant

half-hour. Then just enough wind got up to take us into the cove on the

mainland to the west of Spar Island - Disaster Island as we had renamed

it in honour of our third night out - and at 1627 we beached and began

the usual bustle of tea-brewing. This beach is gravel, pebbles and

small boulders and for once, there is lots of room on. it. There is

also the usual thick scattering of driftwood. A lot of logs seem to

escape from the logging operations on the north side of Superior;

there has never been a shortage of wood at any of our stops and there

has sometimes been rather too much floating in the lake. Supper tonight

was some excellent lake trout given to Pete and Bill at Passage Island

by a fisherman who had caught his limit in big fish and was about to

throw back his "small" (4-5 lb) ones. They kindly shared with anyone

who was on the spot and ready to partake. Bill, if the computer industry

ever falls to pieces, can make his living as a fishmonger. He has

developed a nice line in filleting.
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The chart shows an inland lake - Otter Lake - just behind this

beach, and Alan went exploring. A creek comes down from it, and he found

the mouth of the creek, but the middle part disappeared completely

underground - so completely that there was not even a change in the

vegetation to mark its course. Climbing up, he came to the lake and

found it pleasantly warm. In fact, steam was rising from it. After

supper we all walked up and had a swim. It felt like a warm bath

after the rigours of swimming in Lake Superior. Back at camp in the

cool of the evening, we had some welcome hot chocolate and turned in.

Supplies are running low. We have now been out ten days, and the

planned stop for supplies at Silver Islet Landing let us down. If it

had not been for Pete and Bill going twenty-five miles to the store,

we should have been in even worse shape by now. For some days, Alan

and I have been eating dry bread to conserve margarine, and we are low

on Coffeemate, but with care and thin rations we could just manage

fairly conventional meals till the end of the cruise. Tom and Diane

say they can manage till the end of the week by having spaghetti for

breakfast. Milt, who is quartermaster of Cara Mia, has one can each

of chili, stew and corned beef, and is running very low on bread and

Coffeemate. Pete and Bill have a can of corned beef, one of stew and

one of spaghetti, and one serving of mashed potatoes between them! We

can still produce a limited ration of home-baked cookies and fruit

cake for brew-up stops (we exchange this for tea from someone else.

We have loads of teabags, but our stove takes longer than anyone else's

to boil water.) The situation is complicated by the fact that one member

of the cruise was found to be diabetic earlier this year, and just got
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stabilised in time to come. Everyone feels a responsibility to see that

that boat gets enough of the right kind of food.

Tuesday, July 15th

At 0740 we woke to fog, and dozed for a while longer. First

ashore, Alan lit a fire and we made tea and griddle scones, and sounded.

`Come to the Cookhouse Door, Boys" on the recorder. Everyone came

ashore and partook. Some months ago we wrote to Don when we saw that

there would be few shopping stops in this wilderness, and said that if

every boat would carry flour, I would make.griddle scones at any time

we ran short of bread. No-one took this seriously, and now I regretted

the five-pound bag of flour that I rejected in favour of.the two-pound

bag at our own shopping stop twelve days ago. Two batches of griddle

scones accounted for about three-quarters of our flour and no other

boat had any. Amazingly, it was 1100 by the time we finished all this

bake-and-eat; since the fog was still thick, we decided to economise

on food by calling that meal brunch and having only one more meal

today. This did not prevent tea and cookies being wheedled out of me

at intervals.

Tne fog did not look like lifting, and lots of lighthearted chat

went round. Don, for instance, remarked that if we never get off

this shore, we shan't be short of Christmas trees, come December. There -

had been so much fog that we all had read the books we brought with us

and were now lending them to each other. Pete had brought a Scrabble

board and pieces, and Scrabble proved to be a lifesaver. It turns

out to be a much better game than we had thought since mathematics and

strategy are involved as well as vocabulary. We took some photographs
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of Pete's (homemade) board and some notes on the game, so that we can

make our own when we get home. Someone suggested that Alan do a sun

dance with the Commodore, and someone else said that-Don's are apt to

turn into rain dances. Bill remarked that the Commodore has great

power but little influence.

Will-power began to wilt about 1430, and at the persuasion of

the men I issued tea and chocolate fudge cake. WTe are now drinking

black tea, to conserve Coffeemate.

*By 1545 we could just see Spar Island, about half a mile away,

and twenty minutes later not only was-Spar Island clear, but also the

horizon out of- the gap between it and the point of mainland to the

south. More Scrabble had been played, and the Spar Island Peppermint

Trophy was awarded to Pete-for Game I and Alan for Came II. Diane-had

been for a walk, and came back carrying half a coconut shell with the

copra still on it. WTas that Lamb Island lighthouse yesterday, or have

we inadvertently reached Hawaii? Decided the climate was distinctly

unlike Eawaii. -

Just around the corner from this cove is Agkate Cove, and we had

read before leaving home, that agates can sometimes be picked up..there.

Alan and I decided to sail round when the fog cleared and go agate-hunting.

No-one else seemed inclined to move. Lethargy sets in after a time of

forced inactivity and I only agreed to go because I knew I'd regret

missing the chance when we were back home. We were very glad we did;

it was a delightful sail of three or four miles each way in the clear

evening sun, and we did find a few small agates. These have joined

the Blackstock Bay fossils from last year on my kitchen window-sill.
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There was one more benefit - we only had time for a small sandwich for

supper, thereby conserving more food!

Wednesday, July 16th

At 0941 we were quite sorry to leave our pebble beach. It had

begun to feel like home. Today, we are to make for MeNab Point, going

outside everything. It is a little over two miles to Lamb Island light,.

and sixteen miles from there on a course 056.

- At 0956 we departed the cove and at 1138 were still just off

the lighthouse; 2½ miles in an hour and forty minutes! We were slatting

around, doing almost no distance for a lot of work. Trim, ease, tack,

gybe - we were never still. The party went inside Lamb Island to

avoid the swell for a short time. It was not a bad swell, but enough

to make the sails slat harder and be a nuisance. A motor boat came out

of Nipigon Strait and cruised around the lighthouse. Finally, the

wind settled down behind us, though it was still light and fitful.

Between 1202 and 1610 the log faithfully records our position as

we identified one after another of the string of islands. Wind was

gradually rising; at 1308, "Speed 2½ knots. Reach on statboard tack."

at 1510, "Nice breeze got up. Close-hauled. Speed 3-4 knots." At

1610, "Landed west coast Agate Island for a tea-break". Tom did not

stop. He went on between Agate and Longcroft, right round Agate, and

appeared again just as the tea-break was over. Since he and Diane do

not drink tea, we did not prolong it. At 1650 we left Agate Island,

going west and north of it, and as Tom had a head start, he disappeared

completely. The wind was still enough to send us along close-hauled

at about 4 knots, and the fog came down thickly. Visibility was some-
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times less than half a mile, and sometimes as much as two miles. We

kept careful tabs on the islands we passed and on our headings, and

made considerable efforts to keep in sight of each other, though there

were times when we could barely see the other boats in spite of trying

to stay together. Land was completely out of sight for long periods,

though we knew it was pretty close on the,port side until the last five

miles before McNab Point. Earlier in the day, we had changed our plan

and agreed tnat the cove on the north side of Armour Island looked more

sheltered than McNab Harbour, which is open to the southwest. Now that

the wind was northeast, McNab Harbour would be fine, but Tom had gone

far ahead and presumably would go to the last agreed rendezvous, so

Armour Island it had to be. To our delight, we spotted land ahead

in the fog at 1840, and made our way into Armour Island just as the

fog cleared. Tom and Diane were already anchored there, and it was

after 1900 when we joined them. The pine forest left us only about a

foot of beach, extended by some logs lying in the water, and we struggled

around, doing balancing acts on these while we prepared supper. It

turned out to be a glorious sunset, and Alan took some good photographs.

Thursday, July 17th

Today, we decided to try for Rossport, about twenty miles away.

The time is not yet up, but the supplies situation is getting desperate.

Last night, Don, with a big grin, called "Who'll take three dollars for

a slice of bread?" This morning, someone threatened to hold him to it.

(Actually, thanks to Anna, we have bread enough and to share.) We shall

sail outside everything and go up Wilson Channel.
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By 1015 we had sailed out of our little cove on the north side of

Armour Island and through the channel between it and St. Ignace Island.

Immediately we left that channel, the wind was Force 3 - 4 and the

water choppy. We were close-hauled on port tack, and our course about

southeast at first. Twenty-two minutes later we tacked -on to starboard

tack on a course 030, and it was foggy again. For the next two hours

the-log records all our tacks with the heading each time. Despite

the fog, we were keeping up a speed of about 4k, and we were occasionally

able to see enough land to identify. At 1237 the wind moderated a little

and.we shook out our reefs. Don hove.to, to wait for us in the fog and

we agreed on where each thought we were. Half an hour later the log

says `Last time in shore, we think we saw the long, narrow island off-

the point near McKay Lake. C 135. Have just heard the fog signal at

the Rartle Island lighthouse. Visibility about ½ mile." At 1330 we

were off Beetle Point, and half an hour later stopped on Simpson

Island, close to Raymond Island, mainly to light. a fire-and get warm,

and also to brew up a hot drink for lunch. Pete looked like something

out of Scott's Last Expedition with all his gear topped with a woolly

hat, and Bill sat-in a perilous position with his feet hanging over the

fire. Tom had gone ahead and we lost him altogether, hoping he would

make it safely t6 Rossport.-

We were leaving the channel by Raymond Island at 1533, under full

sail. Half an hour later we sighted the Battle Island lighthouse two

points off the starboard bow. (Heading on starboard tack now 075.)

We hove to, as we were well ahead of the others and fog was still around,

though visibility was better - about a mile now. Perhaps that is-why

the foghorn has stopped, though we should be happier if it kept on while
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visibility is changing so. We had hardly let draw again when the wind

suddenly increased and we took down the genoa, reefed the main and

hoisted the working jib. There were fierce-gusts going round the

point into Wilson Channel. Once round into Wilson Channel, the situation

was under control and we had a good run up the channel. Just at the

north end, the wind died and we could see the other two boats dead in

the water while we still had some wind. We wanted to catch them up

and suggest that when they had got the supplies they needed, they might

come out to Little Lake Harbour in the north side of Wilson Island.

We were thinking of going there right away, as we could just manage

for food until Saturday. We rowed hard so as to catch them up, and

decided to do as they did after all. (Perhaps the Rossport Inni's lake

trout was calling us.) In the open water south of Rossport Point,

enough wind got up for us to sail gently in. As we rounded the point

into Rossoort Harbour, there was one last surprise. A CPR train was

going rourd the S-bend where the track follows the curve of the shore

only a few feet from the lake, and it gave out a great WHOO*00*00 as it

came to Rossport, sounding as though it were about to rush into the

lake and under-our boats. It was so long, that the front locomotive

was through Rossport before the caboose was round the point. It must

* have been about a mile long.

As we sailed up to the dock: at Rossport, Tom and Diane were there

|to greet us, and we all arranged to have dinner at the Rossport Inn to

celebrate. Afterwards the proprietor kindly took a photograph of our

I group for us. Don and Milt decided to go back to Toronto right away,

3 and Ton and Diane to trailer their boat to the east end of Lake Superior

and sail some more. Pete, Bill, Alan and I wanted to stay at Little

I
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I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Lake Harbour for the last day, so after dinner and shopping, the goodbyes

were said and everyone went his way.

Pinafore and Kingfisher had a perfectly delightful moonlight sail

out to Wilson Island. I was at the helm all the way, leaving Alan

free to take photographs, and he has one remarkable time exposure

showing the moon and Pinafore by its light. The harbour we were going

to is near-perfect. A little over half a mile from east to west and

a little under a quarter of a mile north to south, it has a very narrow

entrance (with a rock marked in it) yet most of it shows water deeper

than five fathoms right up to the land. Sure enough, when we had

negotiated the entrance, we sailed across and dropped anchor, and we

had let out fifty feet of rode before the anchor touched bottom. There

was a gsood echo effect, and I am afraid we disturbed the silence a good

deal as we tried it out. Our words came back to us in full - I've never

heard such a good one.

Friday, July 18th

Waking to another lovely, sunny day, we scanned the shores of this

harbour for a good place to land. We were anchored off, and all around

this (east) end the pine forest and scrub meets the water. Seeing a

likely spot on the northwest shore close to the entrance, we began to

row over, arranging a signal system with Pete and Bill in case we found

anything better. Better! Wie arrived at a delightful spot where someone-

had cleared the bush over an area about the size of a tennis court, and

had even built a log fireplace with a supporting bar for dixies. Grass

and buttercups had made this- clearing a shady meadow, and we spdnt a

very comfortable day here. It was luxurious to have bacon and eggs and
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time to enjoy. them, and then a morning of reading and Scrabble. (If

we had known then, what I have learned this winter, we might not have

disported ourselves on that meadow. A.rock and mineral class has taught

me that the shores of Wilson Island - mentioned by name in the textbooks -

have agate and chlorastrolite, so we might have gone a-hunting again.

One textbook even says that boats may be rented at Rossport!)

In case sloth should take over, Alan planned an expedition for

us both at lunchtime. It sounded so simple: we would sail to the

west end of this harbour, and walk over the neck of land, about a third

of a mile,&othe Wilson Channel shore. There we would walk round the

rocks to a suitable point where there was a good horizon, and Alan would

take the noon sights he needs for his Power Squadron course. We should,-

of course, carry lunch, camera, binoculars, sextant, clip-board and

sight-forms. Three-quarters of an hour after starting this 'walk' of

one-third of a mile, we sank on to the beach in near-exhaustion. "It

would be an exaggeration" remarked Alan, 'to compare that with Cherry-

Garrard's 'Worst Journey in the World'."

The neck of land was thickly covered with fallen trees in various

stages of decay, set in a tangle of brushwood and low plants, and

laced hare and there with tiny creeks almost obscured by bright green

cushions of moss. We scrambled, climbed, jumped, detoured, pushed and

shoved our way through, with a visibility of about ten yards. Beyond

this, the forest was solid. Alan had taken bearings at the start and

without his compass we could have wasted a lot more time. The sun was

too high in the sky to be useful for direction, and most of the time

we could not even see it. Early in the walk, Alan realised that the

camera he was carrying, was deviating the compass, so I took it in
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exchange for an unwieldy parcel of navigation gear. The scramble round

the shore, over the rocks and through the edge of the lake, was easy

after the forest, and the breeze very welcome. Sights taken and lunch

eaten, we had a swim and penetrated the impenetrable again. How much

simpler it would have been to sail the couple of miles round the point!

iThen we arrived back at the meadow, the other two were enjoying

a nap and sunbathe. As the clouds momentarily covered the sun and Pete

pulled his shirt on, he remarked "Mother Superior says that's enough

sunbathing for one day, and when she spaaks - I listen!"

It was good not to have to dook supper that night. Pete and Bill

had made a bargain with us the night before: if I would cook breakfast

for everyone that morning, they would cook supper for everyone that night.

They accepted a contribution of this and that, and produced a magnificent

stew topped with Norfolk Dumplings: one of the memorable meals of this

cruise, along with the lake trout at Passage Island and the Rossport Inn.

Saturday, July 19th

We didn't want to believe our eyes when we opened up the tent this

morning. Today, we really had to get back to Rossport and begin the

drive home, and.we couldn't.see across the harbour. (In the quarter-mile

direction.) This was the thickest fog we had met the whole time. After

breakfast, when it was still as thick, we laid our plans. For once, this

was a fog with no breeze. It is nearly three miles from Little Lake

Harbour to Rossport, and there are three islands to pass. Alan and

Pete laid courses from island to island, and Bill came in our boat

while Pete remained in Pinafore to steer. Kingfisher towed Pinafore.

Bill and I rowed, while Alan stood on the after-deck, steering with one
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foot, and gazed over his hand-bearing compass into the fog. Visibility

was arounid twenty-five yards and the gentle swell made very audible

breakers on invisible shores. We were very pleased to come to each

island just where we expected it and the only incident was the sound

of a motot-boat approaching fast:on a constant bearing ahead. Alan

blew his whistle hard as Bill and I hung on the oars and listened.

The motor-boat appeared a few boat's lengths away on a plane, cut

speed, andcame to ask us if we were all right. It seemed that a

sixteen-foot Chris Craft had been found floating with no-one in it,

and the first assumption was. that someone had not tied his boat up

securely and was now stranded on one of the islands. The driver of

the motor-boat was on a search, and thought he had found his man when -

he heard our. whistle. He told us the direction he thought we should

take for Rossport - I'just round there to the right". Alan assured him

that we were in good shape, but might not be if motor-boats went at

that speed in thick fog, and he had the grace to chug gently away.

We soon reached the harbour - and of course, the fog began to

clear as soon as we docked. It was a pity that some of the sceptics

who had seen us leave Rossport twio weeks earlier, and had said "...in

those boats?" were not there to see us back.

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.


